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Abstract 
Fatigue damage in multidirectional laminates is characterized by a crack density evolution in 
the off-axis plies leading to the degradation of the laminate global stiffness, making the 
damage monitoring during the in-service life very important for the safe use of composite 
materials in advanced applications. In this view self sensing materials have a strong 
potential in detecting damage initiation and evolution without compromising the mechanical 
performance. 
Self sensing composites can be obtained by nano-modification of the matrix by means of 
CNTs, which makes the polymer electrically conductive. It is proven in the literature that 
increments in the electrical resistance of statically loaded laminates resulted after the 
initiation of transverse cracks. In the present work a closed form solution is presented to 
accurately predict the variation of the electrical resistance change in conductive (CNTs 
doped) laminates, caused by matrix cracking in one layer. The accuracy of the proposed 
model is verified by comparison to a bulk of FE analyses. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The static and fatigue behaviour of multidirectional laminates made of unidirectional (UD) 
plies is characterized by the initiation and propagation of cracks in the off-axis plies, with a 
continuous increasing of the crack density with the static load level [1-3] or the number of 
cycles [4-7] and resulting in the degradation of the composite elastic properties.  

Accordingly, health monitoring for the detection of the damage is essential to improve the 
in service reliability and lifetime of FRP-structures. This is the reason why many types of 
sensors for damage sensing have been developed in the very recent years, mainly based on 
the use of optical fibres.  

Only very recently the interest of the scientific community has moved to self sensing 
capability of composite parts obtained measuring the electrical conductivity of the FRP 
material with carbon nanotubes (CNT)- or carbon black (CB)-doped polymer matrices.  

Indeed, adding small amounts of CNTs or CB in the matrix of advanced FRP can lead to 
electrically conductive composites, as widely reported in the literature [8-14]. 

Böger and co-authors [15] reported results on incremental quasi static tests on [0/45/90/-
45/45/90/-45/0] glass/CB-doped epoxy laminates showing that it was possible to correlate the 
irreversible electric resistance increase, measured in DC during the tests, with the residual 
strain resulting from damage onset and growth in the laminates. However, the authors did not 
report observations of the damage mechanisms and their relationship with the change in the 
electric properties. Similar conclusions were drawn by Fernberg and Joffe [16].  
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Gao and co-authors [17] carried out static tests on glass/CNT-modified epoxy cross-ply 
laminates with lay-up [0/90n/0] and showed that damage was characterized by an evolution 
of the density of transverse cracks as the strain increased, followed by the onset and 
propagation of delaminations. It was shown that the increase in the crack density 
corresponded to an irreversible increase in the electric resistance of the cross-ply laminates 
along the loading direction. Then, the onset and propagation of delaminations caused a 
further and steeper resistance increase. 

Abry et al. [18] carried out static tests on cross-ply laminates made of carbon fibres and 
epoxy resin, without the use of CNTs or CB, exploiting the conductivity of carbon fibres for 
electric measurements and found that the electric resistance measured applying an AC 
increased with the applied strain. However, they did not report correlations between these 
increments and the crack density. They also observed that, concerning carbon fibre 
composites, AC measurements were capable of detecting the onset and evolution of 
transverse cracks, while DC measurements highlighted the evolution of fibre-related damage 
[18].  

Similar results were obtained by Todoroki et al. [19] who found that an AC electric 
resistance increase could be associated to the transverse crack density evolution in cross-ply 
laminates made of carbon fibres and epoxy resin.  

After this brief review, it is clear that the chance of detecting damage onset and evolution 
in terms of off-axis cracks formation in composite laminates by means of self-sensing 
systems is very attractive and promising. However, at present, modelling efforts aimed at 
providing analytical tools for correlating the resistance increase to the state of damage in 
multidirectional laminates (crack density and/or stiffness degradation) are very limited.  

Finite Element (FE) analyses were carried out by Todoroki and co-authors [20] to study 
the effect of transverse cracks and delaminations in the electric resistance of cross-ply 
laminates with surface probes as those tested and presented in Ref. [19]. 

Ogi [21] proposed an analytical model for the piezoresistance behaviour of cross-ply 
laminates in the presence of transverse cracks. To this aim the crack was considered as a 
circuital element whose resistance depends on the crack density according to polynomial 
functions which require the calibration of several parameters by means of experimental data 
fitting. 

A successful engineering application of electrical methods for health monitoring of self-
sensing laminates requires models capable to soundly predict the damage state, in terms of 
matrix cracking or delamination extents, and the associated performance reductions, on the 
basis of resistance measurements.  

As a first step toward this ambitious aim, the present authors recently proposed an 
analytical model to accurately predict the stiffness reduction in conductive cross-ply 
laminates, caused by matrix cracking in the transverse layers, as a function of the electrical 
resistance change of the laminate itself [22]. 

The main aim of the present work is to extend such a model, by proposing a close form 
solution able to accurately predict the electrical resistance change in conductive [θ1/ θ2]s 
laminates, caused by matrix cracking in one layer, as a function of the crack density.  

The accuracy of the proposed model is verified by comparison with a large bulk of FE 
analyses. 
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2 A MODEL TO ASSESS THE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE CHANGE DUE TO 
OFF-AXIS CRACKS 

Let us consider a symmetric laminate made of 4 plies, each one with generally different 
thickness h1, h2, and orientation θ 1, θ2 with respect to the global x-axis. Due to the symmetry 
of the laminate, it is sufficient to study only the upper half, applying suitable symmetry 
conditions in the bottom of the second layer. As a further assumption, only the second ply is 
affected by the presence of off-axis cracks, parallel to fibre direction and regularly spaced 
with distance l (see figure 1). 

These hypotheses allow an additional simplification to be used, restricting the study only 
to a representative segment of the laminate between two adjacent cracks (figure 2).  

 

 
Figure 1: [s laminate with off-axis cracks subjected to a potential difference ΔVx. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2: Representative laminate segment between two off-axis cracks. 
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With reference to the geometry shown in figure 2, the following analytical expression has 
been proposed in Ref. [23] to link the electrical resistance change to the crack density within 
the laminate: 

  





2

tanh11
R

R

0

        (1) 

 

where:   is the crack density;  is a parameter depending on the thickness of the plies and the electric resistivity 
of the plies in the through-the-thickness direction;   is a parameter depending on the thickness of the plies, the electric resistivity of 
the plies in the through-the-thickness direction and the angles and   is a parameter quantifying the crack closure phenomenon. 

 

3 VALIDITATION BY COMPARISON TO NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section, the accuracy of the analytical framework developed in the previous section 
is checked versus a bulk of FE analyses carried out using the commercial code ANSYS13.  

Electrically conductive analyses were carried out using 20-nodes solid elements (BRICK 
231 in Ansys). The analyses were carried out considering a representative laminate segment 
between two cracks, applying periodic boundary conditions, according to the suggestions 
proposed by Li et al. [24] for the mechanical problem.  

An average element size of about 0.05 mm was used, small enough to guarantee accurate 
results in terms of global resistance, evaluated as Rx=ǀ(V1-V0)/Iǀ, where I is the average 
current density in the half segment multiplied by the total thickness. 

An example of the flow of the current density within a laminate segment is shown in 
figure 3, as obtained by a vector plot in Ansys. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Example of the flow of the current density within a laminate segment. 
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A comparison between numerical results and the theoretical predictions based on Eq. (1) 
is shown in figures 4 and 5 for several layups, where a satisfactory agreement can be noted, 
deviations being always lower than 3%. It is also noteworthy that, as expected, the electric 
resistance increases while increasing the crack density.  

 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Electric resistance ratio against crack density for [s with off-axis cracks. Symbols: FE results, 

lines: model prediction. 
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Figure 5: Electric resistance ratio against crack density for [s with off-axis cracks. Symbols: FE results, 

lines: model prediction. 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work a closed form solution has been presented to accurately predict the 
variation of the electrical resistance change in conductive (CNTs doped) [s laminates, 
caused by matrix cracking in one layer. The accuracy of the proposed model is verified by 
comparison to a bulk of FE analyses, showing a very satisfactory agreement.  

As a major conclusion, it can be stated that composite laminates manufactured with semi-
conductive polymers are provided with remarkable self sensing capabilities, which also 
depend on parameters such as the thickness of the cracked layer and the ratio between the 
resistivity of the layers. 
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